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COMBINING MATRIX ELEMENTSAND PARTON SHOWERS�Frank KraussInstitut für Theoretishe Physik, TU DresdenD-01062 Dresden, Germanye-mail: krauss�theory.phy.tu-dresden.de(Reeived June 24, 2002)Amethod is suggested to ombine tree level QCDmatrix for the produ-tion of multi jet �nal states and the parton shower in hadroni interations.PACS numbers: 12.38.Bx, 12.38.Cy1. IntrodutionIn reent years, multijet events in high energeti sattering proessesbeame inreasingly important as searh grounds for new physis and are infoal interest for preision studies onerning the gauge struture of QCD(for reent experimental studies see e.g. [1℄). For their simulation in theframework of event generators, however, two approahes have traditionallybeen onsidered:� One might use exat matrix elements (ME) at some given perturbativeorder in the oupling onstant(s), say �s. At tree level then the �nalstate partiles are identi�ed with jets with appropriate uts on theirphase spae.� Alternatively one might use the parton shower (PS) taking orretlyinto aount the soft and ollinear limits of parton emission in a fator-ized form, suh that multiple parton emission and thus multijet eventsan be generated.Both methods have their shortomings, related to the treatment of fragmen-tation when employing the MEs, or related to the neglet of interferenee�ets and thus a loss of information onerning the topologial struture of� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(3165)



3166 F. Kraussevents in the ase of the PS approah. Thus it seems to be mandatory totry to ombine both approahes bene�tting from their strengths and evadingtheir respetive weaknesses. For some reent approahes in this diretion,some even at NLO level, see [2℄. However, in this talk I'd like to summarizethe approah of [3℄, apable to ombine arbitrary tree level matrix elementsfor jet prodution in e+e� annihilations with the parton shower, and extendthis method to arbitrary (hadroni) initial states, see also [4℄.2. ME+PS in e+e� annihilationsLet me start with a summary of the method proposed in [3℄ for the aseof e+e� ! jets. The basi idea is to divide the phase spae for partonemission into two regimes, namely:1. The region of jet prodution, i.e. hard and wide angle parton emis-sion, where interferene e�ets are important. This region will bepopulated by orresponding multi jet MEs at the tree level.2. The region of jet evolution, i.e. omparably soft and ollinear par-ton emission. This region will be populated by the PS 1 resummingorretly leading (LL) and next-to leading (NLL) logarithms.The separation above is ahieved by means of the k? or Durham-algorithm[6℄. There, two partiles are resolved as di�erent jets, if their �distane�yij = 2minfE2i ; E2j g(1� os �ij)s > yjet ; (1)where the parameter yjet regulates the �hardness� of the jets and s = E2:m:is the .m. energy squared of the e+e� pair.The next step is that the parton emissions in hard region are reweightedin suh a fashion that they reprodue both the orresponding order in theoupling onstant and the leading and next-to leading logarithms of the formlog yjet. In other words, the reweighting proedure is suh that di�erentialjet rates orret at the NLL level are reprodued. This is ahieved in thefollowing way:1. Generate n parton ensembles aording to the di�erential ross setion,where �s = �s(Qjet) with Qjet = pyjets.2. Construt the orret �PS history�:1 For details on the PS, see e.g. [5℄



Combining Matrix Elements and Parton Showers 3167� Merge the two partons i and j with the smallest yij. The mo-mentum of the new parton is the sum of the momenta of i and j.� Repeat the step above until only a q�q pair remains.3. For eah parton line of type p between qin and qout apply a weight�NLLp (qin; Qjet)�NLLp (qout; Qjet) ; (2)where qout might be Qjet for outgoing partons and the � are Sudakovform fators at NLL.4. For eah QCD node apply a orretion fator�s(qnode)�s(Qjet) : (3)5. Aept or rejet the kinematial on�guration aording to the om-bined weight.The subsequent PS for eah outgoing parton starts at the sale, wherethis parton was produed, independent of subsequent, softer emissions�within� the ME. However, a veto is applied on all PS emissions at salesabove Qjet. That way it an be shown that the dependene on yjet anelsat the NLL level [3℄.3. ME+PS in hadroni proessesFor hadroni initial states, the idea is the same as above, i.e. division ofphase spae, reweighting the ME and vetoing the PS. To reweight the ME,again a lustering of initial and �nal state partiles has to be performed,until a 2 ! 2 proess remains setting the hardest sale. This lustering isahieved step by step in the .m. system of the inoming partons aordingto the longitudinal invariant k? sheme [7℄. In this the sheme initial and�nal state partons are inluded in the following fashion:� If the two partiles onsidered are both outgoing, their measure yij isgiven by yij = 2minfE2i ; E2j g(1 � os �ij)ŝ! minfp2?;i; p2?;jg �(�i � �j)2 + (�i � �j)2�ŝ ;



3168 F. Krausssee Eq. (1). Here, ŝ is the invariant mass squared of the outgoingpartiles, p? are their transverse momenta w.r.t. the beam axis and �and � are their pseudorapidities and azimuthal angles.If two outgoing, i.e. �nal state, partiles are lustered, the resultingpartile again is a �nal state partile with p = pi + pj.� If one of the two partiles, say j is one of the two inoming partonsthen yij = 2E2i (1� os �ij)ŝ ! p2?;iŝ : (4)If an inoming and an outgoing partile are lustered, the new partileis inoming, and its momentum is p = pj�pi. Note that in suh a asea boost is in order to the .m. frame of the new pair of two inomingpartiles.Note that in ase one onsiders DIS�like proesses the measures are givenby the energies and the osines, whereas in ase of purely hadroni initialstates the measures are given in terms of transverse momenta [8℄. Now thehardest k2? in the �ore� 2 ! 2�subproess has to be determined aordingto the hange in the olor �ow of the QCD partiles2. Examples are:� ŝ = M2ll in Drell�Yan type q�q ! l�l subproesses.� 2ŝt̂ûŝ2+t̂2+û2 in QCD subproesses.The weight on the ME again is given by ratios of NLL-Sudakov formfators and by ratios of �s at di�erent sales, see Eqs. (2) and (3). For moredetails and some examples I'd like to refer the reader to [4℄.4. SummaryIn this talk I have summarized a method to ombine MEs at the tree levelfor multi jet prodution in e+e� annihilations with the subsequent partonshower. This method orretly reprodues the tree level result weighted withall leading and next-to leading logarithmi ontributions stemming from softand ollinear emissions. Suitable starting onditions for the PS and a or-responding veto ensure a anellation of the dependene on the jet measureat NLL auray. The method has been implemented in the event generatorAMEGIC++/APACIC++ [9℄ and suessfully onfronted with experimental data.2 This sale oinides with the hoie of sale one would use in the parton distributionfuntions for the evaluation of the aording 2! 2 ross setion.



Combining Matrix Elements and Parton Showers 3169Furthermore, I have proposed an extension of this method to hadroniinitial states. However, I'd like to stress that in ontrast to the e+e� asethis extension laks both the proof of its orretness up to NLL aurayand an implementation into a multi-purpose event generator. This is workin progress.Parts of this talk are based on a paper together with Bryan Webber,Stefano Catani, and Ralf Kuhn. It is a pleasure for me to thank them andStefano Frixione for intensive and pleasant disussions about this subjet.REFERENCES[1℄ P. Abreu et al. [DELPHI Collaboration℄, Phys. Lett. B449, 383 (1999);G. Abbiendi et al. [OPAL Collaboration℄, Eur. Phys. J. C20, 601 (2001);C. Adlo� et al. [H1 Collaboration℄, Phys. Lett. B515, 17 (2001).[2℄ M.H. Seymour, Comput. Phys. Commun. 90, 95 (1995); Nul. Phys. B436,443 (1995); J. Andre, T. Sjostrand, Phys. Rev.D57, 5767 (1998); G. Corella,M.H. Seymour, Nul. Phys. B565, 227 (2000); M. Dobbs, Phys. Rev. D64,034016 (2001); L. Lonnblad, hep-ph/0112284; Ata Phys. Pol. B33, 3171(2002); S. Frixione, B.R. Webber, hep-ph/0204244.[3℄ S. Catani, F. Krauss, R. Kuhn, B.R. Webber, J. High Energy Phys. 0111,063 (2001).[4℄ F. Krauss, arXiv:hep-ph/0205283.[5℄ R.K. Ellis, W.J. Stirling, B.R. Webber, QCD and Collider Physis, Cam-bridge University Press, Cambridge, 1996 and referenes therein.[6℄ S. Catani, Y.L. Dokshitzer, M. Olsson, G. Turnok, B.R. Webber, Phys. Lett.B269, 432 (1991).[7℄ S. Catani, Y.L. Dokshitzer, B.R. Webber, Phys. Lett. B285, 291 (1992).[8℄ S. Catani, Y.L. Dokshitzer, M.H. Seymour, B.R. Webber, Nul. Phys. B406,187 (1993).[9℄ F. Krauss, R. Kuhn, G. So�, J. High Energy Phys. 0202, 044 (2002);R. Kuhn, F. Krauss, B. Ivanyi, G. So�, Comput. Phys. Commun. 134, 223(2001).


